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Dates for your diary 

21 Feb 80th AGM, The Adelaide, Teddington 

18 March Pioneer Run – 10.30 Box Hill 

22 April The Ship Inn, Langston, Hampshire 

13 May BMW event at Ace Cafe 

18 May Barnstable weekend 

27 May Biker Down Training available from Hounslow 

17 June Langton Arms, Tarrant Monkton, Dorset 

23 June SSMCC Open Afternoon 

1 July Seaford BBQ in aid of Air Ambulance 

17 July  Luxembourg trip 

12 August Ice Cream Run, Littlehampton 

18 August SSMCC 80th Anniversary Party 

23 Sept The Wallops Air field cafe off A343, Middle Wallop, 

Stockbridge 

October Open to suggestions? 

4 Nov Brighton, Vet Car Run (TBC) 

23 Nov Motorcycle Live: NEC Birmingham 
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Editor’s piece 
Firstly, apologies for the delayed issue of this edition.  It’s been a bit of a mad 

month for me including trips to Turkey and Kenya for work and France for manual 

labour with my folks.  I think the rest of my year is looking a little more “normal” 

so hope to be on-time next month.  That means that the May edition will be 

following this in 2-3 weeks so all contributions will be very welcome!  Thank you 

to al those members who have written Bios this month.  I’m still hoping to receive 

lots more; come on… be brave and introduce yourself for the benefit of those 

who may not know you yet! 

 

Cheers 

Estelle 

 

Devon Delight 

Just a follow-up reminder from last month; when you read this the Barnstable 
trip will be only one month away!  It is on the 18th and 19th of May. Staying at 
the Park Hotel.  If you wish to come along please let John Mason know.  

The itinerary will be; 

• Friday travel down 

• Saturday morning at about 10am out for a ride till lunch time. 

• Saturday afternoon time for your own indulgence.  

• If weather rubbish only five minute walk to Barnstable for shopping!  

• Saturday evening gathering at the Park hotel for dinner.  

• Sunday about 10.30am travel home. Again route depending on weather.  

The full address is; 

Park Hotel 
Taw Vale 
Barnstable 
EX32 9AE.  

reservations@parkhotel.co.uk or 01271 372166.  
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The Training Scheme still needs YOU! 
We’ve had a slow start to 2018 as we do most years.  The weather at the start of 

the year is never very inspiring but we’ve carried a couple pupils over from last 

year, collected a couple more hardy souls in January and the enquiries have 

started to come through again since the snow melted so there’s hope for a busier 

end of the first quarter.   

One way you can all assist us in being more successful with that hope is to please 

go on-line and post a review for the scheme.  Here’s what currently comes up 

when we search for “Motorcycle Training in Isleworth”.  You’ll see that SSTS 

appears on the screen but without the same 5 star rating that our competition 

reflects.  We need more google reviews please chaps! 

 

 

You can also Like us at: 

www.facebook.com/southernsportingtrainingscheme  

http://www.facebook.com/southernsportingtrainingscheme
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Making the most of your Club 
I’m not sure how many people are aware of some of the benefits they receive as 

club members, aside from the scintillating company of our fellow members 

CBS in Whitton give us a 10% discount.  They’re a great bunch of people who 

support the club and promote the training Scheme so if you have an opportunity 

to put some business their way or just say Thank You then please do. 

BMF (British Motorcycle Federation).  As club members we are also affiliate 

members of the BMF which didn’t interest me very much until I was trying to 

organise European break-down cover for my more than 10 years old blade.  The 

cost was prohibitive until they asked me if I was a member of any sort of 

motorcycle group.  The affiliate membership saved me £100.  So it’s worth 

mentioning next time you seek an insurance renewal or similar. 

Regular venues 
Wednesday evenings from 8pm in the bar of the Adelaide Public House in 

Teddington. 

Saturday mornings Sam’s café, Nelson Road in Whitton.  If there’s a big rugby 

match on at Twickenham Stadium then the parking is suspended outside this café 

so we usually reconvene at Sunbury Café but it could be Power Mill Lane café so 

it’s worth getting hold of one of the team to get confirmation. 

Saturday Afternoons can see the team split a little with the majority at the 

training scheme (Isleworth Town School) and a small but perfectly formed faction 

in Honda Chiswick enjoying a civilized cuppa from a proper cup and saucer. 

24/7 We have a Club page and a Training scheme page so please “follow” both 

and make sure your views are heard. 

 

FIND IT OUT AS IT HAPPENS: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/8085330049/?ref=bookmarks 

Contact: This document will come out monthly…  I’ll generally aim for the 2nd 

week of the month.  This document is restricted to club members only where the 

FB pages are more promotional and open to a wider audience so there may be 

more detail in this than we would share on line. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/8085330049/?ref=bookmarks
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Intros 

Chris Osbourne 
Not being one to pose for pictures I had to look long 

and hard to find one but here you go, an intro to Chris 

Osborne. 

I first attended the training scheme in the summer of 

1987 at the age of 15 and did 8 weeks on the 

playground on the aged and now legendary bronze 

FS1E. I won’t comment on the ‘age’ of my instructor for 

those first 8 weeks but Mr Mason is certainly a legend 

and a thank you also to Ian for the lift each week, I 

seem to remember one of the first things you said to me was “just keep them 

boots off my exhausts (gpz100rx)…..” 

I returned to the scheme in 1990 and spent about 7 years helping out as a trainee 

and then CBT instructor as well as enjoying the benefits of the club’s social scene.  

In fact, I met my future wife at the scheme, Lisa, having fought off some interest 

from fellow members for a first date.  Those that stayed all the way to the end of 

my wedding reception at The Albany ‘the clubs then Sunday night pool venue’ 

will have met the in-laws and then the local constabulary en masse!  Lisa and I 

didn’t last the test of time, but I thank the club for the intro, we’re still good 

friends and have three great kids. The bike history for this 7 years included 

amongst others a KMX200, RD350LCII (well it would have been rude not to), 

CBR600, CB750 

Once the kids came along I became, at best, a part time guest of the club, 

dropping down the pub on a Wednesday a few times a year but have ridden 

throughout. 

I re-joined the club last year now the kids are getting older and less bothered to 

see Dad and hope to get down more regularly in the future. Currently I have a 

Tracer 700, my first four stroke twin and it may not be long before I feel the need 

to add cylinders……we’ll see. 
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John Mason (Club President) 
Having arrived at the training scheme in 

September 1972, I did the RAC/ACU motorcycle 

course and passed first time.  Seven Saturday 

afternoon course consisting of Road, 

Maintenance, Slow riding and Highway code.  

Became an instructor a year later with the help 

of John Palmer, no longer with us, and Alan 

Totten now an Honorary member living abroad. 

Not sure when I joined the club, certainly late 

73 early 74.  Became a member of the Walton training scheme in about 76. They 

needed help on a Sunday morning, lots of pupils not enough instructors.  In this 

year I also took over the running of the Southern Sporting training scheme. 

In one part of one year at the scheme. 

We had; an organiser, two chief 

instructors, three group leaders with 

four instructors and three helpers each 

covering a total of 56 pupils over three 

courses; Starters, middle and ends.  I 

also became a motorcycle test 

examiner for the RAC/ACU and the BMF 

although these schemes closed in the 

1990s due to government intervention, 

so the Southern Sporting Training 

Scheme went it alone.  Now 

motorcycling is on the government x list.  It is only just catching up with the old 

RAC/ACU days of training! 

Jobs covered on committee; Chairman, Training Scheme Organiser, Social, PRO, 

Club captain, Editor and the now redundant post of Competitions Secretary when 

the club held off-road trials.  I am now for my sins President of the club, plus Club 

Captain.  So, an instructor at the scheme for forty-five years and a member of the 

club for forty-four years; over half of the club's life.  There are older members 

who have a longer membership but maybe not been as active. 

I met my wife at the training scheme and remain married 38 years later to Joy 

who still puts up with me! 

My First Bike 
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As for bikes the list is endless first few 

CB175cc Honda, CB500 four Honda, met 

the wife, CB250CJ Honda, CB 400 four 

Honda then a CB900F2 (yes another 

Honda).  Joy rode the 900 but in the later 

years gave up riding to use the car.  I’ve had 

lots of different bikes since. Now use a FJR 

Yamaha 1300cc. 

Is there any more? I am sure there is, but I am not telling you! 

John Mason. 

President 

Mick Wallace (Currently Club Chairman) 
 So Estelle asked some of us to do 

a quick Bio on ourselves, as some 

of the members might not actually 

know who we are. Apparently, 

“I’m Mick, and I ride a BMW’, 

wasn’t sufficient. So here goes. 

I’m Mick and I currently ride a 

BMW GS Adventure. 

There you go. That should be good 

enough. No….. Oh well. 

I joined the club back in nineteen hundred and frozen dead, mainly by 

association. My wife (then girlfriend) Heather is the sister to Ian Slater (aka 

Spanner) who has been a long-time member of the club and instructor at the 

training scheme. When I moved in with Heather, Ian and I got on very well, and as 

I was already a biker, I was invited to go along and meet some of Ian’s friends 

from the club.  

Ian in turn was invited to come along on some of my ‘Plod Squad’ Runs, as he 

named them, which meant a ride out with some of my colleagues from the 

Police. Which as Ian found out, wasn’t what he originally expected, and could be 

described as ‘progressive’ on occasions. 

Whilst in the police I had a varied career, and at one stage I was the Sergeant in 

charge of BikeSafe in south London. Which meant I had to be an advanced police 
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motorcyclist and an instructor and examiner. I also hold an IAM examiners ticket 

and RoSPA Instructors Certificate. I’ve also had quite a few bikes over the years. 

Too many to list here. 

If you go to the Adelaide pub on a Wednesday night, or the café on a Saturday 

morning, you’ll probably come across me. I also tend to go on all of the club runs 

as I’ve previously been the Club Captain. 

Right, that’s far too much info, so if you want any more; ask in person……… Good 

luck with that. 

Mick Wallace 

 

Heather Wallace 
Hi All. 

Well you might have guessed that 

I am the wife of Club Chairman 

Mick.  If you’ve read Mick’s bio 

before mine, you will also have 

found out that I am the sister 

(younger) of Ian Slater AKA 

Spanner. 

Motorbikes have been in my 

family for years.  Both my mum 

and dad rode bikes in their youth 

as did my uncle (dad’s 

brother).  Ian was riding from about 14 (if not younger), I’m sure he can tell you 

more, and whilst I did also try riding at 16, I couldn’t get on with the Suzuki that 

was Ian’s bike and that I had a go of in the field at the end of our road, so I did my 

car test instead.  I did however, regularly go with Ian on SSMCC club runs and 

helped out at the bike trials that were organised back in the day. 

Years past, I got married the first time around and moved away.   More years 

later, with a major change to my life, I moved back to Shepperton.    Once back in 

Shepperton, as mentioned in his report, I got involved with Mick and along with 

Ian and my daughter, Samantha (Sam), we started going out on club runs and 

turning up at the training scheme on the odd Saturday afternoon. 
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It was during one of these random visits that I decided I wanted to learn how to 

ride a bike again, and as I was already kitted out, had no excuse not to start when 

the scheme organiser at the time, Ian Horne, cheerfully responded to my 

question ‘ Can you put me down for training when you have space’ with ‘I’ve had 

a cancellation, do you want to start today’.    What could I say but Yes, I grinned 

from ear to ear that afternoon, my jaw ached. 

Having got my CBT and then a CG125 to practice with, I passed my test within the 

year, bought a CB500 with a restrictor kit for my first bike, and after the 2 years 

under the restriction were up, I bought my Honda 600 Hornet, which I still have 

to date.  That was about 12 years ago. 

I’m currently the Social Secretary for the Club, had a 7 year stint as the Training 

Scheme Organiser, as well as having done the Editor role and supported the Club 

secretary too.   I’m a bit of a Committee tart/groupee really. 

You’ll more often than not find me at  the Adelaide in Teddington on a 

Wednesday, or at the Training Scheme on Saturday afternoons when it is 

open.       

Heather Wallace 

 

Doug Chaney 
Currently the Training Scheme Organiser, I’ve been with the club for about 10 

years and instructing since 2011. Originally from Yorkshire, I learnt to ride on the 

roads of North Yorkshire, following the Direct Access route to my first bike - A 

Kawasaki ZX6R G2 in a very fashionable Kawasaki Green. In fact, almost identical 

to the ZX6R that Spanner rides to this day! 

After moving to London in 2004 I commuted on my bike to central London every 

day, before starting a variety of biking crises over the next 10-years.  The ZX6R 

was almost totalled by a pedestrian outside Stockwell Tube Station, after which I 

had my enforced 'Streetfighter' phase, before finding some excellent 

replacement fairings on eBay and upgrading it to the J2 twin headlight finish.  The 

bike must have looked brilliant, as within a week it was stolen from my flat in 

Kensington, never to be seen again. I learnt quite a lot about motorcycle security 

with that one... 

That was replaced by a VFR750, but not a particularly good one after being 

knocked over twice whilst parked in London, spending much of the rest of its life 
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held together by duct tape. It was an easy way to 

alternate between a matt black or matt silver finish at 

low cost though!  I feel I many have been 

instrumental in kick-starting the whole 'vinyl 

wrapping' trend with that one... Then there was the 

Honda Blackbird, which I also managed to break, 

before embarking on my 'Italian' phase with a Moto 

Guzzi V11 Sport... which ended rather predictably in 

the side of a Ford Focus doing an illegal right-hand 

turn om the A316. 

Interspersed was a Yamaha DR350 Supermoto 

and a BMR R650GS too, plus a Suzuki Bandit 

for a very short time. 

Most recently I've had a Yamaha YZF-R1 (2005 

Anniversary Edition), which actually made it to 

being part-exchanged, but the mid-life crisis 

finally kicked in in 

2018 and I've just 

bought a BMW R 

nine T racer. As 

well as 

motorbikes, I'm in 

to cycling and have 3 bicycles (vintage, mountain and 

racer) so when I'm not in leather you'll find me being 

a MAMIL (Editor note; Middle Aged Man in Lycra) in 

Richmond Park... yes, there's an image that will 

linger... 

I live with my Wife Ann in New Malden with our 

Dalmatian Dog, Henry, and 2 cats, Aslan and Wolfie.  And when I'm not running 

the Training Scheme I work as an IT Project Manager, looking after Virgin Media's 

websites, but if your broadband stops working it's not my fault!  

Doug Chaney 
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Two’s Company 
As you may know, I’ve recently lost the plot and traded my Yamaha R1 in for a 

BMW boxer twin, which made me question why and also think about the history 

of the engine(s) that inspired that decision. It’s actually not quite as 

straightforward as you might think. 

I’ve had 3 ‘twin cylinder’ vehicles over the years, all of which seemed to have 

certain common traits, so after recently buying my most recent bike I thought I’d 

do a bit of digging and find out more. The three ‘twins’ I’ve owned, in 

chronological order, are: 

• Citroen 2CV 

• Moto Guzzi V11 Sport 

• BMW R Nine T Racer S 

However, in terms of the evolution of the respective engines I was interested to 

learn that they were actually designed in a completely different order, the 

earliest of which was the BMW ‘flat twin’, and the more delving I did the more 

interesting it got. Much of the below has been borrowed and adapted from 

various sources (i.e. Wikipedia), so grab your anorak and read on. I hope you find 

it interesting to read as I have to research! 

What is a Flat Twin? 

A flat-twin is a flat, two-cylinder internal combustion engine with the cylinders on 

opposite sides of the crankshaft – basically it has each cylinder pointing outwards 

away from the other, with a cylinder head on each end. It’s been used 

in motorcycles for more than a century, but also used in automobiles (like my 2CV 

– more later), light aircraft, stationary powerplants, and other uses. 

With all the casings removed they look something like this: 

 

 

The BMW Flat Twin 
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The BMW ‘flat twin’ engine has a rather interesting history, starting with the fact 

that their ‘ingenious’ engine design actually started in England. Bear with me, as 

this is a curious tale! The first example of a flat twin engine was in 1904 when 

Joseph F. Barter founded Light Motors Ltd to develop the Fée engine for bicycles, 

which became better known as the ‘Fairy’. It was a 200cc engine mounted with 

the cylinders in line with the frame, which was recognised by Motor Cycle 

Magazine in 1916 as the earliest flat twin motorcycle engine. 

In parallel two brothers called William and Edwin Douglas were developing their 

blacksmith and foundry business, eventually making castings for Joseph’s Light 

Motors company, until in 1907 they bought the rights to the Fairy engine when 

Light Motors went out of business. 

Hence was born the Douglas Motorcycle Company. Here’s a closer view of the flat 

twin engine itself, as in 1912: 

 

 

Douglas grew in to a major motorcycle manufacturer during WW1, making 

around 70,000 motorcycles for military use. By 1916 they were making a variety 

of engines, one of which was described as a 4 hp (544cc) flat twin of 72mm bore 

and 68mm stroke. One of the significant differences of this engine was that the 

oil was carried in the sump and supplied by pump to bearings and cylinders. The 

sump had a glass window to inspect the oil level. The valves were placed side by 

side above the cylinders.  
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Here’s a lovely example of a 1921 Douglas sporting the flat twin engine: 

 

So where do BMW fit in, I hear you ask? 

Well, someone who owned a 1914 Douglas motorcycle around that time was 

Martin Stoelle, whose foreman Max Friz had built a reputation for manufacturing 

innovative aircraft engines up until 1917 when the success of his engines 

necessitated the restructuring of Rapp Motorenwerke to ‘Bayerische Motoren 

Werke’, the predecessor of today’s BMW. As an aside, many people think that 

the BMW logo harks back to this aircraft heritage, showing a white spinning 

propeller against a blue sky, but BMW recently confirmed that the colours are 

actually those of the Bavarian Free State, reversed because it was illegal to use 

national symbols. 

                    

The aircraft association actually seems to have spawned from a BMW advert in 

the 1920’s.  
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Anyway, back to bikes… After WW1 Germany was banned from manufacturing 

aircraft and aircraft parts under the Treaty of Versailles, so Germany’s 

engineering talent and manufacturing companies had to look elsewhere for 

opportunities.  

Max Friz reverse engineered the Douglas engine in Martin Stoelle’s bike to 

develop the M2B15 500cc flat twin engine, sold as the ‘Bayern Motor’, which was 

designed as a ‘portable industrial engine’ but used by other motorcycle 

manufacturers. BMW themselves experimented by building motorcycles with a 

‘fore and aft’ design, similar to the Douglas (I’m guessing there was very little 

copyright back then), but there was a problem with this design in that it caused 

uneven cooling of the cylinders and required the motorcycle to have a long 

wheelbase.  

It wasn’t until 1923 with 

the invention of new 

aluminium alloy cylinders 

that Friz could design the 

first engine we’d 

recognise today, with the 

familiar ‘across the frame’ 

engine in the ‘R32’ model, 

as show here in this 1924 

example. 

 

Some disadvantages of this layout include torque reaction in the motorcycle, 

which means that the 

bike tries to rotate 

around the crankshaft 

(like a barrel roll) which 

you can sometimes feel in 

turns, but I really enjoy 

the visceral experience of 

a bike where you can feel 

the engineering actually 

working underneath you. 

Unless you have a sidecar 

of course… 
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There’s also the risk of damaging the cylinder heads in a fall, but it’s a design 

that’s endured until this day in the BMW ‘boxer’ range of bikes. It actually wasn’t 

until recently that I remembered my first experience of the BMW boxer twin 

engine,  which was building my first ever Airfix model. That was a BMW 

R100RS, which I remember some kids at school getting excited about, saying 

“there’s a 100cc bike that can do 100 miles an hour…” to which I calmly replied… 

“The R100RS is actually a thousand CC bike... I have a scale model of it!”. 

BMW briefly stopped making the boxer twin to focus on their water cooled ‘K-

series’ engines, but due to the backlash from  

It’s strange looking back at the R100 range today and seeing how the BMW 

lineage has carried through in certain models – i.e. The R100S versus the R nine T 

Racer S… 

   

Citroen 2CV Flat Twin 

As this is a bike magazine I’m not going to dwell on this one too much, but the 

2CV had an interesting history as well. Originally developed in the 1930’s it was 

supposed to be launched at the Paris Motor Show in October 1939, however 

France’s noisy neighbours had other ideas so in September 1939 the show was 

cancelled and development of the 2CV was abandoned. 

It was resurrected in the mid-1940’s and eventually unveiled at the 1948 Paris 

Salon, going on sale in 1949 and triggering this quote from a British motor 

journalist… 

“…is the work of a designer who has kissed the lash of austerity with almost 

masochistic fervour". 
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However, the engine was supposed 

to have been inspired by the BMW 

air-cooled flat-twin engine, which 

had been around for several years. 

One other interesting thing about 

the 2CV engine is that is was 

designed to have as few moving 

parts as possible and didn’t have any 

gaskets, but the test engines were run for 1000 hours at a time on full throttle to 

prove their reliability. 

Mine still wasn’t fun at 70mph o the M1 though!  

The Moto Guzzi V-Twin 

Right, back to bikes and my Moto Guzzi V11 Sport, which was the butt of many a 

joke at the bike club, especially when it broke down on the day I bought it when 

trying to get down to The Adelaide!  

I need to be careful what I say though, as there’s still a ‘Guzzi in the club.  

Whereas the BMW ‘flat twin’ has the cylinders at 180-degrees to each other, the 

Moto Guzzi V-twin has the cylinders at 90-degrees and, unlike Ducati or Harley 

Davidson which have them pointing ‘fore and aft’, Moto Guzzi mount them across 

the frame or longitudinally, so the crankshaft is in-line with the bike in the same 

way as the BMW design. 

Basically, they both have cylinders that stick out of the side and a crank shaft that 

runs front-to-back. 

     

The main advantage of this design is once again the ability to get even cooling 

between cylinders, plus the longitudinal crank is better suited to shaft drive, as it 

avoids the need for additional 90-degree bevel gears to change the direction of 

the rotational forces. 
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Saying that, motorbikes aren’t the only place the Moto Guzzi V-Twin engine has 

been used. 

 

Before I get on to the engine, the actual creation of Moto Guzzi has an interesting 

story, again linked to WW1. The idea was formed by 2 pilots and their mechanic 

in the Italian Air Corp who became close during the war and envisaged setting-up 

their own motorcycle company, even though they were from very different 

backgrounds. It seems that even 100 years ago motorcycles were bridging the 

gap between classes and breaking down social barriers. 

The three were called Carlo Guzzi, Giovanni Ravelli and Giorgio Parodi and the 

idea was that Guzzi (the mechanic) would engineer the motor bikes, Parodi (the 

son of wealthy Genovese ship-owners) would finance the venture and Ravelli 

(already a famous pilot and motorcycle racer) would promote the bikes with his 

racing prowess. 

 

Unfortunately, Giovanni Ravelli was killed in an aircraft crash a few days after the 

war ended, which is what inspired the eagle’s wings Moto Guzzi logo that they 
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still use today. It was said to remind them of the camaraderie of their time in the 

Air Corps, for which the eagle was also an emblem. Guzzi and Parodi (along with 

Parodi's brother) carried on and eventually formed Moto Guzzi in 1921, with 

financial help from Parodi’s Father. 

Now, I thought that the Guzzi V-Twin harked back to a similar age to the BMW 

flat-twin, but back in the 1920’s the trademark Moto Guzzi engine was a 

horizontal single cylinder engine, such as the one fitted to this GT Norge which 

was ridden to the Arctic Circe in 1928. 

 

So, they basically had a ‘flat single’, which was a surprise to me I must say. 

Anyway, Moto Guzzi continued to build lightweight single-cylinder race bikes 

through the 50’s, winning several world championships and even inspiring them 

to build a V8 racer, voted as one of the top-10 motorcycles of all time. 
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It wasn’t until the 1960’s that the ‘Moto Guzzi V-Twin’ as we know it today was 

introduced, which was a bitter sweet time for the company. They spent the 50’s 

battling Piaggio and Lambretta in the scooter market to try and compensate for 

motorcycles becoming less popular, finally ending up in serious financial trouble 

in the early 1960’s. The designer of the wonderful V8 Grands Prix racer above 

had, however, designed the 90-degree V-twin engine that would become 

synonymous with Moto Guzzi over the coming years. 

In February 1967, SEIMM (Società Esercizio Industrie Moto Meccaniche), a state-

controlled receiver, took ownership of Moto Guzzi. The SEIMM oversight saw 

Moto Guzzi adapting to a cultural shift away from motorcycles to automobiles so 

the company focused on popular lightweight mopeds including the Dingo and 

Trotter. It was also during these SEIMM years that Guzzi fully developed the 90° V 

twin engine, designed by Giulio Cesare Carcano, which we see today. 

The air-cooled, longitudinal crankshaft, transverse cylinder, pushrod V-twin 

began life with 700 cc displacement and 45 hp (34 kW) – designed to win a 

competition sponsored by the Italian government for a new police bike. The 

sturdy shaft-drive, air-cooled V-twin won, giving Moto Guzzi renewed 

competitiveness. Lino Tonti redesigned the motor for the 1971 Moto Guzzi V7 

Sport, which again looks very similar to the modern equivalent, such is the trend 

today for ‘retro’ bikes. 

The V-Twin engine has subsequently been developed and re-engineered, most 

recently for the new range of Moto Guzzi bikes such as the new V7 and V9 

models. 

Original 1972 V7 Sport versus the modern equivalent… 

   

Why then? 

I guess we’re down to the crux of the article and why I’ve fallen for the twin 

charms again (no smutty comments please). I’ve ridden thousands of miles and 

there are very few moments that really stand out. On the Blackbird there was the 

first ride from Scotland, or riding on the Isle-of-Man, plus one or two memorable 
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moments on track days, but most of the bikes I’ve had have been so good at what 

they do that there’s been absolutely no engagement or character. 

The R1 was a great example of that, because even at 120MPH you’re riding so 

within it’s limits that any feedback you get is simply telling you how rubbish you 

are as a rider compared to it’s capabilities as a bike, which gets a bit boring after 

a while. You almost ride with a sense of guilt that the bike will never fulfil it’s 

potential as a cutting-edge tool. 

But, I remember going for a ride on my Moto Guzzi V11 one sunny afternoon and 

on the right road, at the right time, it felt like there was absolutely nothing better 

than the thrum of 2-cylinders and a the vibration of a bike that felt on the edge of 

performance at normal road speeds. The noise, the feel, plus looking down at 

some lovely retro analogue dials… it all made sense. For me, it wasn’t about 

speed but actually about feeling part of a machine that was built with passion and 

not a computer program. 

OK, so it broke down occasionally, which was the down side, but that was part of 

owning an Italian bike. As Jeremy Clarkson once said… “If you’re going on a picnic 

you want the Italians to make the food, but the Germans to build the hamper…” 

Which I think sums things up nicely! 

I’d also seen some great custom café racer BMWs around London, similar to this 

one: 

 

So, when I heard that BMW were releasing a bike with the same characteristics as 

my Moto Guzzi V11, combined with the boxer twin engine of the BMW model I’d 

built as a kid (which had obviously stayed with me) I had to check it out… 
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• Café racer? - check 

• 2-cylinders? – check 

• Shaft drive? – check 

• Analogue clocks? – check 

• German build quality? – check 

• Heated grips? – check 

• ABS and Traction Control? - check 

• Good deal on the R1? – check 

And that, as they say, was that. So, I’m now the proud owner of a BMW R nine T 

Racer S. It’s still early days and I’m sure that the lack of any luggage carrying 

capability will annoy me at some point (there’s not even a pillion seat to bungee 

things to), but you can get a rack a panniers if you so wish. 

Until then though, I’m going to enjoy the ride and think about all the people 

who’ve ‘borrowed’, innovated, tweaked, tuned and evolved the humble ‘twin’ 

over the past 100-years to give me the enjoyment I have today… 

And be thankful I didn’t go completely mental and buy a Harley Davidson… 

Danke and grazie my friends… oh, and merci to those crazy Frenchmen! 

 

Cheers, 

Doug. 
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Puzzle page 
Just a little bit of fun.  Look for the blue words in the word-search and the 

remaining letters will be a message for you. 

 

My leathers have shrunk over winter 

My best summer gloves have gone hard 

My Jacket is so full of liners 

There’s not enough room for my lard 

But the daylight is slowly extending 

Being sat in the car is less fun 

The hump in the garage is calling 

The season is almost begun 

It’s time to go pick off the spiders 

To reclaim the bike from the gloom 

Ease myself back in the saddle and prepare to first pootle then zoom. 

 

E D C S R E N I L 
L E A T H E R S W 
T R R Y Z R E A M 
O E O O L A U I E 
O M O P S I A N L 
P M M O O L G K K 
F U N L C D C H O 
H S R E D I P S T 
N P R E P A R E E 
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DRAFT April Committee Meeting Minutes 
Meeting Monday 16 April 2018  
 
In Attendance:  
Mick Wallace  (MW)  Chairman 
Chris Booker  (CB)  Treasurer 
Doug Chaney (DC)  Training Scheme Organiser 
John Mason (JM)  Club Captain 
Heather Wallace (HW) Social Secretary 
Rob Wood (RW)  Secretary 
 
Meeting started at: 19.55 
 
Apologies – Estelle Potter, Steve Pearce 
Minutes from the Last Meeting 

The minutes from the last meeting were proposed by Doug Chaney (DC) and 

seconded by Chris Booker (CB) and were adopted without dissent.   

Matters Arising 

None 

Correspondence 

Doug Chaney had an email sent to the training scheme address.  Robert 

Cartwright invited SSMCC to attend an evening with Zoe Cano. Zoe is a 

motorcyclist travel writer/photographer/adventurer and has toured across USA 

and recently just got back from New Zealand. She is the author of 3 books, 

'Bonneville Go or Bust', 'Southern Escapades, and ‘Chilli, Skulls & Tequil. The 

evening is on 25 April starting at 7.30pm.  It has been posted on SSMCC facebook 

page.  It’s at the Community hall in the middle of Woodlands estate, Isleworth. 

Turn in off St Johns Rd at junction with Woodlands Tavern. 

New Members 

Paula Redfern from Isleworth.  She is doing her CBT with us, but has a 2017 

Brixton 125cc and is a Rocker!    Paid for membership for the rest of the year.  

Proposed by Estelle Potter and seconded by Ian Slater.  

redfernpaula0@gmail.com  

Everyone agreed without dissent.    

mailto:redfernpaula0@gmail.com
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Doug Chaney mentioned that John Cresswell (having refresher training) had made 

noises about joining club but Doug wanted to check if anyone had already given 

him a membership form.  If not it would be done on Saturday. 

Steve Locke has also renewed his membership. 

Treasurer’s Report 

Ticket sales for the NPL evening event stands at 18 (£450) 

John Mason asked if Rob Wood to make contact with some of the old members 
that he knows to invite them to the NPL club event - 18 August.   Rob Wood 
suggesting contacting Alex Moss. 
 
Training Scheme 
Doug Chaney confirmed that we are getting more pupils through.  2 new CBT 
started this last weekend. 
 
Steve Pearce & Estelle Potter have spoken with Doug Chaney regarding the price 
of CBT renewals and whether the price should go up. 
 
Doug Chaney has now got ID so he will be able to go to the bank to sort out getting 
himself as signatory, and also get the address changed. 
 
Chris Booker has sorted sending off his form to Cardington and advised that he 
would be free after 1st June.   Doug Chaney to get his form off. 
 
Chris Booker needs another copy of the instructor manual. 
 
John Mason advised he will not be available to audit the books now.   John also 
advised that he will be giving up CBT instructing from November – he is not going 
to renew. 
 
Social Secretary’s Report 
HW confirmed that she would arrange some social events. 

The most favoured and usually well attended are Bowling & Pool, so she will look 

to book these again.    She asked the committee if they had any suggestions and 

would put something into Contact to see if members have anything they would 

like to do. 

• 12th May - Trivial Pursuit 

• 7th July – Darts/Bowling 

• 15th Sept = Darts/Pool 
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Karting - £20 - £30 per session 10min session 

Will see how thing pan out as to whether she arranges a Picnic in the Park 

EP – Hounslow Council are promoting a ‘Biker Down’ course at Heston – Sunday 

27th May.   If anyone is interested to let EP know.  The 9am start time is sold out, 

but 2pm is still available. 

Doug Chaney also mentioned a BMW event Sunday 13th May at the Ace Café 

List of events 

18 May – Barnstable – Anniversary run 

27 May – Biker Down course – Heston – contact Estelle Potter if you want to go 

17 June – Langton Arms – Tarrant Monkton 

23 June – Open Day – Isleworth Town School 

1 July – Seaford BBQ 

17 July – Luxembourg - Anniversary 

12 August - Littlehampton 

18 August – Anniversary Party – NPL 

4 November – Brighton – Veteran car rally 

23 November – NEC Bike Show 

Editors Report 

John Mason had question for Estelle Potter  He’s not heard anything about Bike 

Safe yet.  

Captain’s Report 

John Mason has posted an email advising about the meet for the club run to 

Hayling Island .  Group to meet at Walton Bridge.  There is going to be 2 groups as 

there is a small bike going.   The first group will leave at 10.15am the other 

10.30am. 

John Mason has asked if someone can take on the Club Captain role as he wants 

to step down because of his recent illness. 

Public Relations Officer’s Report 

Steve Pearce .Sorry I can’t attend, here is some bits I’ve done since last month. 
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Have updated the SEO for the website for the club and training 
scheme.   Statistics are showing that the website is now showing up on the main 
search engines and the website is getting some hits.  Having checked the “views” 
on the website this is showing massive change from the zero activity to the 
attached - 2017 had very little activity.  Now its not massive - but a step in the 
right direction. (one of the checks I did shows that one search criteria came from 
our free advert with Yell!  Not sure who owned the Yell adverts, but I have been 
in touch and made some changes and claimed the adverts as mine for future 
updates - these often come up quite well on searches. Ongoing checks to be 
done. 

Below - Stats showing visitors to the club website. 

 

 It’s not massive, but it is a step in the right direction. 

Google Adwords costing for March was £38.99 

With regards to advertising the Google Adwords for the scheme is still active, the 

data on that is: 

          Views        Clicks      Cost 

March   1808         91       £39.76    (this is the monthly cost - not what the invoice 
will show). 

Doug has paid £98.53 (thank you) - April's invoice of £38.99 (£38.71 owed) 

How were we found, We need to capture this - especially for the training scheme, 
it is the best way of saving money on advertising if we can find out how they 
came to us.  This will never be 100% accurate, but at least give us a good idea. 
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Regarding Estelle’s request for our “about us” what about putting that together 
as a welcome pack for training / bike club members as a one off Welcome 
Contact edition along with the months edition?? 

Also on that note, could the write up be linked to the Committee members on the 
Website (which would placed in the password protected area) 

I’ve updated the Contact Archive - can I ask - how far back do we want to go with 
the archive?  I’ve tided it up and go back to Jan 2017. 

Also removed the Committee meeting minutes page as the minutes are attached 
in Contact and have been for some time now. 

On the website there is a email address linked to the EVENTS page - 
ssmccbikeclub@gmail.com - who updates thats and who has access to it?  I sent a 
few emails but they have all come back with a blank.  Can I remove that email 
address and replace it?  This would allow us/me to add all the events that the 
club have - it would be, again, in the password protected area of the website. 

In response to Rob’s email on GDPR, happy with the letters and the membership / 
application forms, only thing I would like to add, is as mentioned above - How did 
you find us? IE: Means of getting our number, contact details?  So website / 
Yell.com / word of mouth / advertisement / Google. 

Responses to Steve’s questions - 

Steve – all agreed that the events email can be scrapped.  There are already 5 
ssmcc email address which is the maximum we can have.  But if you want to set 
one up do so. 

Rob Wood said he would see if he can find a place for ‘How Did You Find Us’ 

Achieved Contacts.  Rob will send you all the old copies to scan and 
upload……………….  Not really Jan 2017 will suffice. 

The idea of a Welcome pack is a good one.   Pulling articles and items already 
posted in Contact perhaps. 

The Adword invoice will be paid when received. 
 
Any Other Business 
 
John Mason, said as the Competitions Secretary was dissolved at the AGM, John 
wanted to know what to do with all the trial equipment, stakes, hammers, staplers, 

mailto:ssmccbikeclub@gmail.com
http://yell.com/
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bits of plastic. Majority of this ‘stuff’ can be thrown away.  Some of it will be kept 
for use by the scheme. 
 
GDPR – Rob Wood sent out the proposed training scheme and club member forms.  
Processing notices & privacy notices amended. 
 
Rob Wood needs approval from the committee.  He will arrange to get the forms 
printed and donate them to the club/scheme. 
 
Rob Wood asked for permission to dispose of the old members forms.  Chris Booker 
has offered to make a list of all the old members.  Rob Wood asked John Mason if 
his photo on the scheme form could still be use.  John Mason AGREED.    
 
The Committee AGREED to the new GDPR approved forms. 
 
Training scheme records should be disposed of after 7 years. 
 
Mick Wallace asked if Rob Wood had been approached by anyone to take on the 
Secretary post.  Rob Wood confirmed he will inform the BMF & ACU of the change 
of address when he has moved.   Rob Wood has agreed to take and store the old 
club/training account records and the minutes. 
 
We need someone to come forward as Club Captain and Auditor, as well as the 
Secretary. 
Fixtures 
22 April – Ship Inn – Hayling Island – Meet at Walton Bridge carpark leaving 1030hrs 
18 May - Barnstable 
 
Other fixtures were listed under the Social Secretary section 
 
The meeting closed at 9.10pm 
 
Thanks were given to Heather & Mick for his hospitality. 
 
Next meeting – Monday 14th May 


